TechnologyOne

PlanningXchange
Plan. Track. Assess.

Empower your community to track their development application online,
easily access relevant planning rules and lodge applications, at any time.
Connect your community with planners and service delivery through
seamless integration with your enterprise solution.

Eliminate inefficiencies and
delays in the development
process by ensuring
development applications
are accurately managed.

Overview
PlanningXchange is an online planning solution that streamlines every step of the
development planning process. Improve your planning with consistent terminology,
processes, systems and a single source of truth.
Accessible and consistent planning
Streamline the creation, management and amendment of
all planning scheme data to ensure consistent information
is provided to the community. Allow applicants to filter
assessment criteria and planning information such as
court precedents and policies, applicable to the property.
Simplify the assessment process
Convert your hard copy planning scheme to a single
online source. Pre-define assessment criteria in an
easy-to-use format, referencing relevant parts of
the planning scheme including affectations and
third party considerations. Automatically produce
the necessary reports, approvals and Council
documentation required for a decision to be made.

Guide applicants to submit the right information
at the right time
Ensure all aspects of the application such as geotechnical reports, fauna studies and other supporting
documentation are identified as part of the complete
submission. Guide applicants through the complex
planning process, automating and prompting for the
information to be submitted at the right time.
Provide self-service for application tracking
Empower community members with 24/7 access to
information about the progress of their application,
through an easy to use and secure online portal
integrated into your website. Registered users can
update their existing applications to submit additional
documentation such as revised site plans.

Our enterprise software enables access from any device, any where, any time;
and either on premise or via the TechnologyOne Cloud.

“Planning enquiries over the phone have dropped by over 50%
allowing the planning team to focus on processing applications
rather than answering simple queries. The service offers the
community the convenience of being able to access information
on the progress of an application as and when it suits not just
when Council’s customer service centre is open.”
Albury City Council, NSW

PlanningXchange enables you to...
Manage your planning process
in one place, from planning
schemes to customer enquiries

Drive a standard planning process
with common terminology,
formats and outcomes

Ensure all assessment items
are included, no more
missing information

Reduce call centre traffic for
simple planning enquiries

Reduce processing timeframes
and paper handling

Seamlessly share data with
the TechnologyOne suite

Eliminate poor assessment
processes

Free up staff to focus on
value-added activities

Remove guesswork and
apply consistency
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PlanningXchange
TechnologyOne Enterprise Suite

For more information, visit TechnologyOneCorp.com
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When you invest in a TechnologyOne solution you benefit
from a direct relationship with us every step of the way. We do
not use
implementation
partners
or value-added resellers. We
making
life
simple
take complete responsibility for building, marketing, selling,
Transforming
business,
implementing,
supporting and running
our enterprise solution
for each customer to guarantee long-term success.

The
power of evolution
C

A deep understanding and engagement with our seven key
markets means we can deliver to our customers integrated,
preconfigured solutions that provide proven practice,
streamline implementations and reduce time, cost and risk.

through an enterprise solution that adapts and evolves by
embracing new technologies, concepts and innovation.
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Preconfigured enterprise software solutions
reduce time, cost and risk
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Market focus and
commitment
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The power of one

The power of a single, integrated enterprise solution
Experience the power of a single, integrated enterprise
solution built on a single modern platform with a consistent
look and feel.
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One vision. One vendor. One experience.
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Our enterprise vision
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Transforming business,
making life simple
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Simplicity, not complexity
Enterprise software, incredibly simple
Software that embraces consumer concepts and expectations
to deliver solutions that are incredibly easy to use and remove
complexity.
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TechnologyOne (ASX:TNE) is Australia’s largest enterprise software company and one of Australia’s top 200 ASX-listed companies,
with offices across six countries. We create solutions that transform business and make life simple for our customers. We do this by
providing powerful, deeply integrated enterprise software that is incredibly easy to use. Over 1,000 leading corporations,
government departments and statutory authorities are powered by our software.
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